ABSTRACT. We show that many Lorentzian manifolds of dimension ≥ 3 do not admit a spacelike codimension-one foliation, and that almost every manifold of dimension ≥ 3 which admits a Lorentzian metric at all admits one which satisfies the dominant energy condition and the timelike convergence condition. These two seemingly unrelated statements have in fact the same origin. We also discuss the problem of topology change in General Relativity. A theorem of Tipler says that topology change is impossible via a spacetime cobordism whose Ricci curvature satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition. In his theorem, the boundary of the cobordism is required to be spacelike. We show that topology change with the strict lightlike convergence condition and also the dominant energy condition is possible in many cases when one requires instead only that there exists a timelike vector field which is transverse to the boundary.
INTRODUCTION
We consider two questions in Lorentzian geometry which seem unrelated at first sight:
• Does every Lorentzian manifold admit a spacelike codimension-one foliation?
• When a manifold admits a Lorentzian metric at all, does it admit one which satisfies the dominant energy condition? The first question has actually more to do with differential topology than Lorentzian geometry. In particular, whether a Lorentzian manifold admits a spacelike codimension-one foliation depends only on the conformal class of the metric. As we will see, many Lorentzian manifolds of dimension ≥ 3 do not admit a spacelike codimension-one foliation. In contrast, the second question is a Ricci curvature problem. The dominant energy condition, which plays an important role in General Relativity, is a Ricci nonnegativity condition which depends on a "cosmological" constant Λ (the definition is reviewed in Section 2). It turns out that the answer to the second question is always yes in dimension ≥ 5, and it is yes in dimensions 3 and 4 under mild assumptions. Somewhat surprisingly, there is a close connection between the two questions. Let us discuss nonexistence of spacelike codimension-one foliations first. Most research in Lorentzian Geometry and General Relativity deals with metrics which have nice causality properties like global hyperbolicity or stable causality. A Lorentzian manifold with these properties admits a smooth function with timelike gradient ( [2] , Theorem 1.2) and thus, in particular, a smooth foliation by spacelike codimension-one submanifolds (namely by the level sets of the time function).
The question arises what happens when we drop the causality condition: Does every Lorentzian manifold admit a smooth spacelike codimension-one foliation? (Note that we This work was supported by the priority programme Globale Differentialgeometrie of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG).
do not demand that the leaves be submanifolds; they might be dense, for instance, as in the case of the foliation of the torus R 2 /Z 2 by lines of irrational slope.) Every Lorentzian manifold admits a smooth spacelike corank-one sub vector bundle of the tangent bundle, but it might happen that no such subbundle exists which is integrable, i.e., which is the tangent bundle to some foliation on M . Clearly every point in a Lorentzian manifold has a neighbourhood which admits a spacelike codimension-one foliation. Every two-dimensional Lorentzian manifold admits a spacelike (co)dimension-one foliation simply because every rank-one subbundle of the tangent bundle is integrable. In higher dimensions, nonintegrable corank-one subbundles always exist; so the question whether one of the spacelike corank-one subbundles is integrable becomes nontrivial. By a famous theorem of W. Thurston ([16] , Theorem 1), there are no purely topological obstructions to the existence of codimension-one foliations: Every connected component of the space of corank-one distributions on a given manifold contains an integrable distribution. (The word distribution is always used in the sense of differential topology here: a k-plane distribution, or synonymously: rank-k distribution, on a manifold is a rank-k sub vector bundle of the tangent bundle.) This implies that every connected component of the space of Lorentzian metrics on a given manifold contains a metric which admits a spacelike codimension-one foliation. In spite of this, spacelike codimension-one foliations do not exist for every metric. Although we are mainly interested in the Lorentzian case q = 1, we state this result for pseudo-Riemannian metrics of arbitrary index q. Let us call a spacelike codimension-q foliation on a pseudo-Riemannian manifold of index q a space foliation, for simplicity. Note that the nonexistence of spacelike codimension-one foliations is not a matter of complicated manifold or bundle topology: We can e.g. take (M, g) to be Minkowski space and A to be the complement of an arbitrarily small open ball. Theorem 0.1 is not particularly deep; it follows from elementary facts of differential topology, as we will see in Section 4. Things become more complicated and interesting when we ask to which extent nonexistence of space foliations is related to curvature properties, e.g. to the dominant energy condition (which all "physically reasonable" metrics in General Relativity are assumed to satisfy). Are there metrics which do not admit a space foliation but satisfy the dominant energy condition? Surprisingly, it turns out that not only the answer is yes; but that both properties, nonexistence of space foliations and the dominant energy condition, have a tendency to hold simultaneously (at least within certain 1-parameter families of metrics; cf. Section 8 for details). Intuitively speaking, if one deforms a Lorentzian metric in a natural way such that the "energy dominance" becomes stronger and stronger, then at some point space foliations cease to exist. Conversely, if one deforms a metric by squeezing the set of spacelike vectors in the tangent bundle in such a way that space foliations cease to exist, then the energy dominance has a tendency to become stronger, so that eventually the dominant energy condition holds.
A similar link exists when we replace the dominant energy condition by the timelike convergence condition. (Recall that a Lorentzian metric g satisfies the timelike convergence condition iff Ric g (v, v) ≥ 0 holds for all timelike vectors v ∈ T M .) In Section 5, we study this link in the simplest special case, a certain 1-parameter family of Lorentzian metrics on R n . This special case has the advantage over our later more general considerations that one can also discuss the behaviour of geodesics. In particular, the special case shows that metrics without space foliation can be geodesically complete. Moreover, the unavoidable failure of causality conditions for such metrics can be seen very explicitly here. The precise results are as follows. 0.2. Definition. For c ∈ R >0 , we consider the following frame (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 ) of the vector bundle T R 3 , induced by the vector fields ∂ i = ∂ ∂xi coming from the standard coordinates (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) on R 3 :
e 0 := 1 c ∂ 0 , e 1 := ∂ 1 − x 2 ∂ 0 , e 2 := ∂ 2 .
We define the Lorentzian metric g c 3 on R 3 by declaring (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 ) to be an orthonormal frame for which the vector field e 0 is timelike. I.e., g c 3 (e i , e j ) = ε i δ ij for i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, where ε 0 = −1 and ε i = 1 if i > 0, and where δ ij denotes the Kronecker symbol. For n ≥ 3, we define the Lorentzian metric g c n on R n = R 3 × R n−3 to be the product metric of g • g c n is geodesically complete.
• g c n has no closed causal geodesic. But for every p ∈ R n , there is a 1-parameter family of closed spacelike geodesics through p.
• Let I ⊆ R be a compact interval. Then every g After this special case, we are now going to discuss the situation on general manifolds: This theorem generalises to dimension 3 when one assumes that M is orientable and admits a g-spacelike contact structure; cf. Theorem 8.6 below. When one assumes only that M is orientable, then Theorem 0.5 holds with the statement "every g-causal vector in T M is g ′ -timelike" replaced by the weaker statement "g ′ lies in the same connected component of the space of Lorentzian metrics as g".
Closely related to Theorem 0.5, we get new insights into the classical problem of "topology change" in General Relativity. Let us say that a Lorentzian manifold (M, g) satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition iff Ric g (v, v) > 0 holds for all lightlike v ∈ T M (a lightlike vector is nonzero by convention). For the following definition, note that when M is a manifold-with-boundary and x ∈ ∂M , then each vector in T x M is either tangential to ∂M or inward-directed or outward-directed in a well-defined sense. 0.6. Definition. Let S 0 , S 1 be (n − 1)-dimensional closed manifolds. A weak Lorentz cobordism between S 0 and S 1 is a compact n-dimensional Lorentzian manifold-withboundary (M, g) whose boundary is the disjoint union S 0 ⊔ S 1 , such that M admits a g-timelike vector field which is inward-directed on S 0 and outward-directed on S 1 . A Lorentz cobordism between S 0 and S 1 is a weak Lorentz cobordism (M, g) between S 0 and S 1 such that ∂M is g-spacelike. S 0 is [weakly] Lorentz cobordant to S 1 iff there exists a [weak] Lorentz cobordism between S 0 and S 1 .
[Weak] Lorentz cobordance is an equivalence relation. Two manifolds are Lorentz cobordant if and only if they are weakly Lorentz cobordant. But when we require the cobordism to satisfy in addition the strict lightlike convergence condition, we obtain two extremely different cobordance relations. A theorem of F. Tipler [18] which we review in Section 9 implies that whenever two manifolds S 0 , S 1 are Lorentz cobordant via a cobordism that satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition, then S 0 , S 1 are diffeomorphic. The situation is completely different for weak Lorentz cobordance: 0.7. Theorem. Let n ≥ 4, let S 0 , S 1 be closed (n − 1)-dimensional manifolds, let (M, g) be a weak Lorentz cobordism between S 0 and S 1 , let Λ ∈ R. If n = 4, assume that M is orientable and has no closed connected component. Then there exists a weak Lorentz cobordism (M, g ′ ) between S 0 and S 1 such that Again there is a weaker version for 3-manifolds: Theorem 9.5 below. Theorem 0.7 implies in particular that for all orientable closed 3-manifolds S 0 , S 1 , there exists an orientable weak Lorentz cobordism from S 0 to S 1 which satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition. The contrast to Tipler's theorem is evident. [13] . We say that a vector is spacelike iff it is spacelike in the sense of [13] and nonzero. A vector is causal iff it is timelike or lightlike. A pseudo-Riemannian metric on an n-manifold is a semiRiemannian metric of index ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}.
1.2. Definition. Let M be an n-manifold, let p ∈ {0, . . . , n}. We denote the fibre over (The fibre over x ∈ M of the tangent distribution to a given foliation is the tangent space in x to the leaf through x.) A distribution is integrable iff it is the tangent distribution of a foliation. Two distributions V, H on M are complementary iff the tangent bundle T M is the internal direct sum of V and H. The orthogonal distribution of a p-plane distribution H on M with respect to a semi- 
, it is a T M/H-valued 2-form on M ), defined as follows: Let π : T M → T M/H denote the obvious projection. For all x ∈ M and v 0 , v 1 ∈ H x , we define
herev i is any section in H withv i (x) = v i , and [., .] denotes the Lie bracket of vector fields on M , so π(
In a context where a complementary distribution V of H is specified, we will usually identify T M/H with V , and thereby Tw H with a section in Λ 2 (H * ) ⊗ V . When a semi-Riemannian metric is specified which makes H spacelike or timelike, then we identify T M/H with ⊥ g H. We call H twisted at x ∈ M iff the section Tw H does not vanish at x, i.e., iff there exist v, w ∈ H x with Tw H (v, w) = 0. We call H twisted iff it is twisted at every point of M . 
When M is an n-manifold and p ∈ {0, . . . , n}, we can take E → M to be the Grassmann bundle Gr p (T M ) → M , whose fibre over x is the Grassmann manifold Gr 
1.6. The space of distributions (again). For the proofs in the sections 3 and 4, we need a more explicit description of the C 0 -topology on Distr p (M ). Since this topology is metrisable, it suffices to say when precisely a sequence
(Even if the topology were not metrisable, this information is all we need below.) Let V, W be complementary distributions on M such that V is complementary to H. We use the notation λ[.] from 1.5 with respect to these data. The sequence (H k ) k∈N converges to H with respect to the C 0 -topology if and only if the following conditions hold for every compact subset K of M :
• there exists a number k K ∈ N such that for all k ≥ k K , the distribution H k is complementary to V on the set K;
(In order to define . C 0 (K,Lin(W,V )) , we should choose a Riemannian metric h on M . This induces fibrewise norms on the vector bundles W, V and thus a fibrewise operator norm on Lin(W, V ). But since K is compact, all h yield equivalent operator norms and thus the same convergence criterion.) It is not hard to see that this convergence criterion does not depend on the choice of V, W . We leave it to the reader to check carefully that the C 0 -topology defined in 1.4 is really the same as the one described here (by spelling out how the topology of the Grassmann manifold is defined and how the fibre bundle structure of the Grassmann bundle is induced by the vector bundle structure of T M ). Our results below do not depend on this fact because they employ only the definition given here in 1.6.
We will repeatedly use the following basic fact (cf. e.g. More generally, every time distribution on a closed subset A of M can be extended to a time distribution on M , but we do not need that in the present article.
1.8. Connected components. Let M be an n-manifold. Considering semi-Riemannian metrics on M as sections in the vector bundle of symmetric bilinear forms on T M , we can equip the set Metr q (M ) of all index-q metrics on M with the C 0 -topology. The resulting topological space is locally path-connected. The set π 0 (Metr q (M )) of its connected components is in canonical bijective correspondence to the set of connected components of Distr q (M ): For each connected component C of Metr q (M ), we choose a metric g in C and a g-time distribution V ∈ Distr q (M ), and we assign to C the connected component of V in Distr q (M ). This yields a well-defined bijection. Its inverse is obtained by choosing to each connected component C ′ of Distr q (M ) a distribution V in Distr q (M ) and an index-q metric g which makes V timelike, and assigning to C ′ the connected component of g in Metr q (M ). Similarly, we obtain a canonical bijection between π 0 (Metr q (M )) and π 0 (Distr n−q (M )) by replacing timelike distributions with spacelike distributions in the description above. (Details can be found in [12] , Appendix D.)
In particular, in the situation of Theorems 0.1, 0.5, 0.7, the metrics g and g ′ lie in the same connected component of Metr q resp. Metr 1 (M ), because there exists a distribution of rank q resp. 1 which they both make timelike. (If you are a physicist accustomed to a certain unit system, you might prefer the energymomentum tensor to be defined by cT = Ric g − 1 2 scal g g + Λg, where c > 0 is a constant depending on the unit system; e.g. c = 8π. Such a constant does not change the energy conditions and is therefore irrelevant here. Note that the term semi-dominant energy condition is my invention; the concept does not seem to have a standard name.) 2.2. Remark. When g is Lorentzian, the dominant energy condition can be stated in an obviously equivalent way: For every x ∈ M , the set of timelike vectors in T x M has two connected components. The dominant energy condition holds iff for every g-timelike vector v ∈ T M , the vector −♯(T (v, .)) lies in the closure of the connected component which contains v.
In General Relativity, where g is Lorentzian, these conditions have a clear physical motivation: Consider an observer who moves through the point x ∈ M with 4-velocity v ∈ T x M (which by definition satisfies g(v, v) = −1). Then the number T (v, v) is the mass (i.e. energy) density of matter in the point x. The weak energy condition says roughly that mass should be nonnegative. When z ∈ T p M is orthogonal to v with g(z, z) = 1, then −T (v, z) is the z-component of the momentum density of matter in the point x as seen by the observer. Thus −♯(T (v, .)) is the 4-momentum (i.e. energy-momentum) density of matter in the point x as seen by the observer. The semi-dominant energy condition says roughly that matter does not move faster than light.
holds for every timelike vector v ∈ T M . It satisfies the strict causal convergence condition iff it satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition and the strict timelike convergence condition.
When (M, g) satisfies the weak energy condition with respect to some Λ, or when it satisfies the timelike convergence condition, then it satisfies the lightlike convergence condition. Let us also introduce strict versions of the weak and semi-dominant energy conditions: 2.4. Definition. Let (M, g) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, let Λ ∈ R, let T denote the energy-momentum tensor of (M, g) with respect to Λ. (M, g) satisfies the strict weak energy condition with respect to
) satisfies the strict semi-dominant energy condition with respect to Λ iff for every g-causal vector v ∈ T M , the vector −♯(T (v, .)) is timelike. (M, g) satisfies the strict dominant energy condition with respect to Λ iff it satisfies the strict weak energy condition and the strict semi-dominant energy condition with respect to Λ.
When (M, g) satisfies the strict weak energy condition with respect to some Λ, then it satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition.
THE INTEGRABILITY PROPERTY IS
The main tool in the proof of Theorem 0.1 is the following proposition. It would remain true if we considered C 1 distributions instead of smooth distributions (actually, even less regularity would suffice), but that is not important for our purposes.
3.1. Proposition. Let p ∈ N. Whenever a sequence of (smooth) integrable p-plane distributions on a given manifold converges to a (smooth) p-plane distribution H with respect to the C 0 -topology, then H is integrable, too.
Note that the proposition becomes trivial when we replace the C 0 -topology by the C 1 -topology, because the function which maps each distribution on a compact manifold to the C 0 -norm of its twistedness is continuous with respect to the C 1 -topology (thus vanishing twistedness of each element in the sequence implies vanishing twistedness of the limit). It is not continuous with respect to the C 0 -topology, so the proposition might be surprising at first sight. As far as I know, this rather elementary result is not mentioned explicitly in the literature. The case of codimension-one distributions appears in an article of F. Varela ([19] , p. 255; note that a nonintegrable codimension-one distribution is just the kernel of a 1-form ω with ω ∧ dω ≡ 0), but with only a rough sketch of proof. Varela cites (5.2 on p. 242) an old paper of G. Reeb as a reference, but that article seems to contain only a vague remark related to the issue. If I interpret Varela's sketch correctly, his argument employs Darboux' theorem on contact forms in dimension 3. Since Darboux' theorem does not generalise from contact structures to nonintegrable distributions of higher codimension, neither does Varela's argument. It seems therefore appropriate to give a detailed proof of Proposition 3.1. That is basically an exercise in the theory of ordinary differential equations. At the end of the section, we review briefly Varela's argument and compare it to the codimension-one special case of the proof given here.
Proof of Proposition 3.1. Let (H k ) k∈N be a sequence of integrable p-plane distributions on an n-manifold M which converges locally uniformly to a distribution H, and let x ∈ M . We have to show that H is integrable on some open neighbourhood U of x. We can assume M = R n and x = 0 and
n without loss of generality. Let q := n − p, and let V denote the q-plane distribution on M given by
For all but finitely many k ∈ N, the subspace H k (x) is transverse to V (x) (because the H k (x) converge to H(x)). By deleting the finitely many other k from the sequence, we arrange that
The sequence (k j ) j∈N contains a subsequence (l j ) j∈N converging to ∞, for otherwise a number k would occur infinitely often in (k j ) j∈N , in contradiction to U k being a neighbourhood of x. By deleting the other elements from the sequence (k j ) j∈N , we may assume k j = l j for all j. Since the distributions H kj converge locally uniformly to H, the p-planes
In the following, the notations λ[.] (cf. 1.5) and . C 0 (K,Lin(W,V )) (which we abbreviate as
and to the euclidean metric h on M = R n (cf. the remark in 1.6).
The uniform convergence
By shrinking B if necessary, we arrange that r B C < 1 and ar B < r J . Let r I be the number r J − ar B > 0, and let I ⊆ J be the closed 0-centered ball of radius r I in R q .
For each k ∈ N and t ∈ I, the intersection of B × R q and the leaf through the point (0, t) ∈ B × I of the integrable distribution H k is the graph of a unique function f
(Since H k is transverse to V on B × J, there are only two alternatives: either the intersection of B×R q and the leaf through (0, t) is the graph of a function ∈ C ∞ (B, J)
for each t ∈ I; or there is a t ∈ I such that the intersection ofB × R q and the leaf through (0, t) meets B × ∂J. The second alternative is ruled out by r J − |t| ≥ r J − r I = ar B : Let γ = (γ B , γ J ) : [0, 1] → B × J be a smooth path from (0, t) to a point (z, τ ) ∈B × ∂J, i.e. a point (z, τ ) with |z| < r B and |τ | = r J , such that im(γ) is contained in the leaf through (0, t). Since γ ′ (s) ∈ H k (γ(s)) and thus |γ
k∈N is a Cauchy sequence in the Banach space C 0 (B, R) and thus has a limit f t ∈ C 0 (B, R). It lies in C 0 (B, J) because J is closed. This proves our claim from above.
Now we claim that the sequence (Df k t ) k∈N in CSo for each t ∈ I, the derivatives of the f k t converge uniformly to η t , and the f k t converge uniformly to f t . Hence f t is C 1 , the sequence (f k t ) k∈N converges in C 1 to f t , and Df t = η t = λ[H(., f t (.))]. Thus the graph of f t is an integral manifold for the smooth distribution H. In particular, the Lie bracket of two local sections in H is always a local section in H. By the Frobenius theorem, H is thus integrable on B ×I, i.e. on a neighbourhood of x.
As announced above, we will now briefly explain Varela's alternative proof in the codimension-one case. It works by contradiction: We assume that there exists a sequence of integrable (n − 1)-plane distributions on R n which converges in C 0 to a nonintegrable distribution. The first step is a reduction to the case n = 3: If such a sequence exists for some n, then also for n = 3. The argument is that each codimension-one distribution H is the kernel of a nowhere vanishing 1-form ω, and H is integrable if and only if ω ∧ dω = 0. Our limit distribution on R n is nonintegrable, so there exist x ∈ R n and u, v, w ∈ T x R n with (ω ∧ dω)(u, v, w) = 0. We restrict all 1-forms to the 3-plane spanned by u, v, w and thereby get the desired sequence for R 3 .
Now Darboux' theorem on contact structures (cf. e.g. [6] , Theorem 2.24) says that there exist local coordinates (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 ) on some open set in R 3 (without loss of generality on R 3 itself) such that our limit distribution is H = ker(dx 0 + x 2 dx 1 ) there.
We define Y :
denote the projection to the last two components. There is a unique vector field X on R 3 which is a section in H and satisfies pr 12 • X = Y . In the same way, we define for each distribution H k in our C 0 -converging sequence a vector field X k . (For transversality reasons, the latter definition works only on some neighbourhood of 0 ∈ R 3 . That the neighbourhood can be chosen independent of k is shown in the same way as in our proof above.) The pr 12 -image of each integral curve of X or X k is a (possibly degenerated) circle in R 2 with centre 0. The integral curves of X can be computed explicitly (that's why we reduced to dimension 3 and applied Darboux' theorem in the first place); except in degenerate cases, they are not closed but spiral-shaped. On the other hand, each integral curve of each X k is closed because it stays within one leaf of the 2-dimensional foliation defined by H k . Whenever a sequence (X k ) k∈N of vector fields on R n converges in C 0 to a (locally Lipschitz) vector field X (and that's what's happening in our case), then the X k -integral curves with initial value x converge in C 0 to the X-integral curve with initial value x. But a sequence of closed curves cannot C 0 -converge to a nonclosed curve, so we get a contradiction.
When one carries out all details of this proof, it is not shorter than the one we gave above (although Darboux' theorem is just cited here). In fact, several technical points arise in both proofs similarly.
Proof. We choose a g-space distribution H ′ on M .
There exists an open neighbourhood U of x on which T M admits a frame (e 1 , . . . , e n ) such that (e 1 , . . . , e n−q ) is a local frame of H ′ . If the value of the Lie bracket [e 1 , e 2 ] in x is not contained in
twisted at x, and we can take H = H ′ . Otherwise we choose a compact neighbourhood U ′ ⊂ U of x and a function β ∈ C ∞ (M, R) with β |(M \U ′ ) = 0 and β(x) = 0 and d x β(e 2 ) = 1. For c ∈ R >0 , we define a frame (e As we will see later, the preceding lemma can be sharpened considerably via Thom's jet transversality theorem or Gromov's h-principles: one can find space distributions H which are twisted on large subsets of M . 4.2. Notation. Let V, H be complementary distributions on the manifold M , let g V , g H be semi-Riemannian metrics on the vector bundles V, H, respectively. Then g V ⊕ g H denotes the semi-Riemannian metric on M whose (pointwise) restriction to V is g V , whose restriction to H is g H , and which makes V and H orthogonal to each other.
Key lemma. Let M be a manifold whose tangent bundle has a splitting
Proof. Assume that no k U with the stated property exists. Then there is a sequence (k(j)) j∈N in N which converges to ∞, such that for all j ∈ N, the set U admits an integrable p-plane distribution H k(j) none of whose tangent vectors is g k(j) -timelike. We claim that the sequence (H k(j) ) j∈N converges to H (actually, to the restriction of H to U , but we suppress that in the notation) with respect to the C 0 -topology on Distr p (U ). This follows from the convergence criterion given in 1.6. Namely, H k(j) is complementary to V for all j. We choose the Riemannian metric h = g H ⊕ g V in order to define the notations λ[.] and
. In particular, lim j→∞ H k(j) K = 0 for every compact set K in U . This proves our claim that (H k(j) ) j∈N converges in C 0 to H. Now Proposition 3.1 implies that H is integrable on U , in contradiction to the assumption that H is twisted at x.
The preceding lemma says, intuitively speaking, that space foliations cease to exist when one squeezes the spacelike region in the tangent bundle in such a way that it becomes concentrated around a nonintegrable distribution. This squeezing can also be roughly understood as increasing the speed of light.
The proof of the lemma shows why we had to prove the C 0 -closedness of the integrability condition in Section 3, i.e., why it would have been not enough to know the completely obvious C 1 -closedness of this condition: The only information that we had about the distributions H k in the proof was their nontimelikeness, which yields only information about the C 0 -topology.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. By Lemma 4.1, there exists a g-space distribution H on M which is twisted at some point x ∈ M \A. Let V denote the g-orthogonal distribution of H, let g V denote the Riemannian metric −g |V on the vector bundle V , and let g H denote the Riemannian metric g |H on H. We choose a function β ∈ C ∞ (M,
Proof of the first three statements in
is given by the diagonal matrix diag(c 2 , c, c, . . . , c).
e., its value in x is given by the matrix
This proves g 
We compute the Christoffel symbols (symmetric in the two lower indices)
of the metric g 
That is,
If ω = 0, then the unique solution is
In particular, the metric g 
3 -causal and tangential to a closed geodesic, then −c . That suffices to prove the claim because every C 1 path w which is C r on some closed interval I can be C 1 -approximated by C r paths which are equal to w on I, and sufficiently good C 1 -approximations of timelike paths are timelike.
Proof of the fourth statement in Remark 0.3 (about existence of closed timelike paths).
First step. We 
We have to choose an extension
, we define F (t) ∈ R to be the largest
t ({0}) = ∅, and we define it to be the unique z where Q t is maximal if Q −1
We have now obtained a g Summing up, it suffices to prove for all p ∈ R that there exists a g
. We choose T ∈ R >0 so large that 1−0.99(T +1) < cot(3.14). Then the following C 1 paths w 0 , . . . , w 10 are all g 1 3 -timelike, as one can check easily:
given by w 1 (t) =
given by w 3 (t) =
given by w 4 (t) =   p + T + 2 + sin(3.14) + cos(3.14)t 1 − cos(3.14) + sin(3.14)t 0.99(T + 1)
Here we choose T 1 > 0 so large that −S := p + 2T + 6 + π + 2 sin(3.14) − 2 cos(3.14) + (cos(3.14) + sin(3.14))T 1 < 0 .
Let B 0 := p+T +2+2 sin(3.14)+cos(3.14)T 1 and B 1 := 2−2 cos(3.14)+sin(3.14)T 1 . Let (∂ 0 , . . . , ∂ n−1 ) denote the standard frame of T R n . We consider the g c n -orthonormal frame (e 0 , . . . , e n−1 ) of T R n , where e 0 , e 1 , e 2 are given by the formulae in Definition 0.2, and where e i = ∂ i for i ≥ 3. The (n − 1)-plane distribution H = span(e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) on R n is g c 3 -spacelike. It is also twisted, because [e 1 , e 2 ] = c e 0 vanishes nowhere. We consider the Riemannian metric g V on V := span(∂ 0 ) given by g V (∂ 0 , ∂ 0 ) = 1, and the Riemannian metric g H on H which is the restriction of g n a c U ∈ R >0 such that for all c ≥ k U , the set U does not admit a codimension-one foliation none of whose tangent vectors is g c n -timelike. Now we compute the Ricci tensor of g := g (The result is a special case of the formula in Proposition 7.4 below. While we do not spell out the proof there, the computation here is short enough to write down the details.) All Lie brackets [e i , e j ] except [e 1 , e 2 ] and [e 2 , e 1 ] vanish. For the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g, the "orthonormal Christoffel symbols" Γ k ij := g(∇ ei e j , e k ) are given by
(Note that we used the notation Γ 
Since ∇ e k e k = 0 and all functions Γ k ij are constant, we obtain:
This yields
Ric(e 0 , e j ) = − Hence Ric g is with respect to the frame (e 0 , . . . , e n−1 ) in each point given by the diagonal matrix
GLOBAL EXISTENCE OF TWISTED DISTRIBUTIONS
In order to prove the theorems 0.5 and 0.7, we have to show that each manifold M of dimension n ≥ 4 admits an (n − 1)-plane distribution which is not only twisted on some small open set (as in Lemma 4.1) but on a large subset of M , preferably on the whole manifold M . This can be done via Gromov's h-principle for ample partial differential relations (cf. e.g. [15] , Theorem 4.2; or [9] ) or, in dimension ≥ 5, via Thom's jet transversality theorem (cf. e.g. [5] , Theorem 2.3.2).
Most of the results we need in later sections have been proved in Chapter 5 of [12] , and we will simply cite them from there. This shortcut is the main reason why we treat in Theorem 0.5 only Lorentzian metrics instead of general pseudo-Riemannian ones: In [12] , where only scalar curvature problems were considered, existence of twisted distributions had to be proved. In the present article, where we deal with Ricci curvature problems, we need distributions whose twistedness satisfies a stronger condition than just being pointwise nonzero; namely, we need (spacelike) distributions H such that for all x ∈ M and each w ∈ T x M/H x , there exist u, v ∈ H x with Tw H (u, v) = w. However, T M/H has rank 1 in the Lorentzian case, so the latter condition is the same as twistedness then. For pseudoRiemannian metrics of higher index, we would have to go through the arguments of [12] again, but for the stronger condition instead of twistedness. This would be straightforward but tedious, so let us avoid it here.
The definition of the fine C 0 -topology (also known as the Whitney or strong C 0 -topology) can be found on p. Proof. [12] , Theorem 5.3.2.
6.2. Remark. Although this was not mentioned in [12] and is not relevant for the present article either, we remark that Thom's jet transversality theorem implies that not only C 0 -denseness but even C ∞ -denseness holds in the preceding theorem (because C ∞ -generic sections satisfy a certain transversality property and are thus twisted by a simple dimensioncounting argument: n < 1 2 (n−1)(n−2)). In the 4-dimensional case of Theorem 6.3 below, not only C ∞ -denseness but also C 1 -denseness fails in general, however.
Recall that the signature of a compact oriented 4-manifold M is the signature of its intersection form on the second homology group H 2 (M ; Z); cf. e.g. Chapter 1 in [8] . If M admits a line distribution (equivalently: if M admits a Lorentzian metric), then its signature is even; cf. [12] , Proposition 5.2.15. When one reverses the orientation of M , then the signature changes its sign. Thus the statement "the signature is divisible by 4" does for a connected manifold not depend on the choice of orientation, i.e., it makes sense for compact connected orientable 4-manifolds. 6.4. Remark. The additional assumptions in the 4-dimensional case of Theorem 0.5 have been made because of the assumptions of the preceding theorem. Their origin is an obstruction-theoretic problem: in the proofs, one has to find a continuous section in a fibre bundle over M whose typical fibre is S 2 . Proceeding in the usual obstruction-theoretic manner, one triangulates M and tries to construct a section first on the 0-skeleton, then on the 1-skeleton, . . . , and finally on the 4-skeleton, i.e. on the whole manifold. Since S 2 is 1-connected, a section exists on the 2-skeleton. The first obstruction arises in the attempt to extend this section to the 3-skeleton; the orientability assumptions guarantee that this extension is possible. The signature condition arises in the attempt to extend the section from the 3-skeleton to the 4-skeleton.
It remains to discuss existence of twisted 2-plane distributions on 3-manifolds, i.e. contact structures (in the general not necessarily cooriented sense) on 3-manifolds.
Theorem. Let M be a 3-manifold. If M is not orientable, then it does not admit a twisted 2-plane distribution. If M is orientable, then every connected component of the space of 2-plane distributions on M contains a twisted one.
Proof. Modulo trivialities (cf. [12] , Appendix A.4.1, A.4.3), this follows from Gromov's h-principle theorems in the noncompact case, while the compact case is proved in [4] . 6.6. Remark. Although we do not use this fact in the present article, it deserves to be mentioned that in dimensions 3 and 4, twisted corank-one distributions are locally essentially unique (because the twisted corank-one distributions are precisely the contact structures in dimension 3 and precisely the even-contact structures in dimension 4; cf. [12] , Appendix A.4): When M is a manifold of dimension n ∈ {3, 4} and H is a twisted (n − 1)-plane distribution on M , then every point in M has a neighbourhood U on which there exist local coordinates (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 ) such that H is on U the kernel of the 1-form dx 0 + x 2 dx 1 . In dimension 3, this is a special case of Darboux' theorem on contact structures that we mentioned already in Section 3. In dimension 4, it is a special case of McDuff's theorem on even-contact structures (Proposition 7.2 in [10] ).
THE RICCI CURVATURE OF STRETCHED METRICS
The following notation will be convenient in our considerations below: 7.1. Definition. Let V be a time distribution on a semi-Riemannian manifold (M, g), let H denote its orthogonal complement. Let g V denote the Riemannian metric on the vector bundle V which is the restriction of −g, let g H denote the Riemannian metric on H which is the restriction of g; thus g = (−g V ) ⊕ g H with respect to the decomposition T M = V ⊕ H. Then we define switch(g, V ) to be the Riemannian metric
(We call the process of replacing g by switch(g, V ) "switching g in the direction V ", and we call the process of replacing g by stretch(g, f, V ) "stretching g in the direction V by the factor 1/f ".) In a context where these data g, V, f are given, we define for each vector , u) ; in particular, u is g-timelike/lightlike/spacelike iff u is g-timelike/lightlike/spacelike.)
Our aim in this section is to describe how the Ricci curvature of stretch(g, f, V ) differs from that of g. We are particularly interested in the case where the function f > 0 is a very small constant. Lemma 4.3 implies that stretch(g, f, V ) does not admit a space foliation when H is twisted and f is sufficiently small.
The precise formula for the Ricci tensor of stretch(g, f, V ) is quite complicated, as it contains many summands. When f is a small constant, however, then one summand dominates all the other ones. This summand involves the twistedness of H. The resulting connection between nonexistence of space foliations and Ricci curvature is what we alluded to in the introduction.
Although the dominance of the twistedness term for small constant f is all we have to know for the proofs of the theorems 0.5 and 0.7, we will write down the complete formula for the Ricci tensor of stretch(g, f, V ), in the general semi-Riemannian case and for possibly nonconstant f . We are not going to describe here all the geometric objects which occur in the formula. Let me refer you to [12] for basic notation instead; see 7.3 for precise references.
7.2. Definition. Let (M, g) be a semi-Riemannian manifold, let ∇ denote the Levi-Civita connection of g, let U be a distribution on M which has a g-orthogonal complement ⊥U (e.g. a timelike or spacelike distribution). We define a section
We define a section Sw g,U in Sym
(The defining expressions of Tw g,U and Sw g,U are a priori well-defined for vector fields, and because of their C ∞ (M, R)-linearity a posteriori also for vectors.) Hess g (f ) , and all terms containing df vanish when the function f is constant.
Let W 1 , . . . , W k , W be vector spaces, let i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k} with i < j, let U be a sub vector space of W i ∩ W j ∩ W , let g be a symmetric bilinear form on W whose restriction to U is nondegenerate, let T ∈ W * 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ W * k . We denote the trace in the ith and jth index of T over the sub vector space U ⊆ W i ∩ W j with respect to the metric g |U by tr a g,U T (. . . , a, . . . , a, . . . ) , where a is any free variable which appears here in the ith and jth index; i.e., using the notation ε ν := g(e ν , e ν ),
for a g-orthonormal basis (e 1 , . . . , e r ) of U . This notation generalises in an obvious way to the situation where W 1 , . . . , W k , W are vector bundles over a manifold M and g
Then the Ricci tensor of the metric g := stretch(g, f, V ) is given by the following formulae (cf. 7.1 for the notation u, v):
Proof. This is a long straightforward computation whose details can be found in [11] .
7.5. Remark. In the computation of the preceding formulae, one chooses a g-orthonormal frame (e 1 , . . . , e n ) of T M such that (e 1 , . . . , e q ) is a frame of V . Then one can calculate how the "orthonormal Christoffel symbols" Γ k ij := g(∇ ei e j , e k ) change when the metric is stretched. Up to this point, the computation can be found in [12] , §3.3.1. The result is as follows: Consider the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of g := stretch(g, f, V ) and the g-orthonormal frame (e 1 , . . . , e n ) which is pointwise defined by 7.1. We write i : V [resp. i : H] iff e i is a section in V [resp. H]. Then Γ k ij := g(∇ ei e j , e k ) is given by
The Riemann tensor of g is determined as follows (cf. [12] , Formulae 2.2.20):
One can see already at this point that the twistedness of H yields the leading contribution to the curvature of g (at the points where is does not vanish) when f is a small constant:
The dominant terms are products of terms involving We define another section β g,H in Sym
g. Let h denote the Riemannian metric switch(g, V ) on M , let K be a subset of M . We say that (M, g, H) is weak energy nice on K [resp. semi-dominant energy nice on K, resp. causal convergence nice on K] iff there exists a constant c ∈ R >0 such that for every x ∈ K and every g-causal vector v ∈ T x M with |v| h ≥ 1, we have
We say that (M, g, H) is dominant energy nice on K iff it is weak energy nice on K and semi-dominant energy nice on K.
Proposition. Let (M, g) be a Lorentzian manifold, let K be a compact subset of M , let H be a space distribution which is twisted on K. Then (M, g, H) is dominant energy nice on K and causal convergence nice on K.
Proof. Let x ∈ K. We choose a vector e 0 ∈ V x with g(e 0 , e 0 ) = −1. For n := dim(M ), let r ∈ N denote the number with 2r = n − 1 or 2r + 1 = n − 1. Since the bilinear form A := Tw g,H (., ., e 0 ) : H x × H x → R is skew-symmetric, there exist a vector λ ∈ R r and a g-orthonormal basis (e 1 , . . . , e n−1 ) of H x such that with respect to this basis, A has the matrix 
and has this matrix with an additional row and column of zeroes if n − 1 is odd.
We obtain for i, j > 0:
A(e k , e l ) 2 = 2|λ| 2 , is causal convergence nice. Using
Since ♯(β g,H (v, .)) = n−1 i=0 ε i β g,H (v, e i )e i , we obtain for g-causal v:
By a similar argument as above, (M, g, H) is thus semi-dominant energy nice. Proof. Let h := switch(g, V ). By the third formula from 7.4, there exists a constant C ∈ R >0 such that all ε ∈ ]0, 1], all x ∈ K, all u ∈ V x , and all v ∈ H x with |u| 2 h +|v| 2 h ≤ 2 satisfy |Ric g (u, v)| ≤ C/ε, where g := stretch(g, ε, V ), and where u, v are defined in 7.1 (with f = ε). By the first formula from 7.4, there exists a constant C 0 ∈ R >0 such that all ε ∈ ]0, 1], x ∈ K, and u, v ∈ H x with |u|
Finally, by the second formula from 7.4, there exists a constant C 1 ∈ R >0 such that all ε ∈ ]0, 1], x ∈ K, and u, v ∈ V x with |u|
In order to prove (d), we assume that (M, g, H) is causal convergence nice on K; i.e., there exists a constant c ∈ R >0 such that for all x ∈ K and every g-causal vector w ∈ T x M with |w| h ≥ 1, we have b g,H (w, w) ≥ c. Whenever x ∈ K, and w ∈ T x M is g-causal
. Thus there exists an ε 0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ ]0, ε 0 ] and all g-causal vectors w with |w| h = 1, we have Ric g (w, w) > 0. Since every g-causal vector w ′ has the form λw, where λ ∈ R >0 and w is g-causal with |w| h = 1, we see that g = stretch(g, ε, V ) satisfies the strict causal convergence condition when ε ≤ ε 0 . This completes the proof of (d). Let n := dim(M ). For all ε ∈ ]0, 1], we have on K:
This yields for all ε ∈ ]0, 1], x ∈ K, and w, w ′ ∈ T x M with |w|
2C ε + C 3 ; here we used g(w, w ′ ) = g(w, w ′ ) and |g(w,
An argument analogous to the one above in case (d) proves now case (a); i.e., if (M, g, H) is weak energy nice on K, then there exists an ε 0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ ]0, ε 0 ], the metric g = stretch(g, ε, V ) satisfies the strict weak energy condition with respect to Λ on K. Now we prove case (b). Let (M, g, H) be semi-dominant energy nice on K, and let
M with |e| h = 1, and all ν ∈ {0, 1}, we obtain:
; in particular (using a local g-orthonormal frame (e 0 , . . . , e n−1 )):
. Now an argument analogous to the one above in case (d) proves that for all sufficiently small ε > 0, the metric g = stretch(g, ε, V ) satisfies the strict semi-dominant energy condition with respect to Λ on K. This completes the proof of case (b). Case (c) of the theorem follows from the cases (a) and (b). Now we can prove the following slightly sharpened version of Theorem 0.5: Proof. We choose a g-space distribution H ′ on M . It has a fine C 0 -neighbourhood in Distr n−1 (M ) all of whose elements are spacelike. By Theorem 6.1 or Theorem 6.3, M admits therefore a twisted g-space distribution H. Let V denote its g-orthogonal complement. For ε ∈ R >0 , we consider the metric g ε := stretch(g, ε, V ). For all sufficiently small ε, every g-causal vector in T M is g ε -timelike. The Key lemma 4.3 says that for all sufficiently small ε, the set U does not admit any codimension-one foliation none of whose tangent vectors is g ε -timelike. Proposition 8.2 shows that (M, g, H) is dominant energy nice on K and causal convergence nice on K. Hence Proposition 8.3 implies that for all sufficiently small ε, the metric g ε satisfies the strict dominant energy condition with respect to Λ on K, and it satisfies the strict causal convergence condition on K. 8.5. Remarks. It seems likely that the theorem holds without the additional topological assumptions in the 4-dimensional case. But one would have to work harder to show this, because Theorem 6.3 does certainly not hold without these assumptions. When M is noncompact, then the theorem does not imply the existence of a metric g ′ which satisfies the two curvature conditions on all of M : we cannot choose K = M because of the compactness assumption. This assumption is most likely not necessary either, but getting rid of it would complicate the proof enormously: Proposition 8.2 could be adapted quite easily to the noncompact case, but that would not help much because the proof of Proposition 8.3 fails completely in the noncompact situation. One would have to invent qualitatively new methods in order to deal with that problem. I have no idea whether one can arrange in Theorem 8.4 that g ′ is timelike or lightlike or spacelike geodesically complete (even when we assume that g is geodesically complete).
We obtain a weaker statement than Theorem 8.4 in dimension 3: If (M, g) admits a spacelike contact structure, then M admits a Lorentzian metric g ′ which satisfies the properties above and, moreover, has the property that
• every g-causal vector in T M is g ′ -timelike.
Proof. If (M, g) admits a spacelike contact structure H, then the proof continues exactly as the proof of Theorem 8.4. Otherwise we choose a g-space distribution H ′ . Theorem 6.5 shows that the connected component of Distr 2 (M ) which contains H ′ contains also a twisted distribution H. We choose any Lorentzian metricg on M which makes H spacelike. By the facts reviewed in 1.8, g andg lie in the same connected component of the space of Lorentzian metrics on M . Now the proof continues as before.
LORENTZ COBORDISMS VERSUS WEAK LORENTZ COBORDISMS
The term Lorentz cobordism was introduced by Yodzis [21] , but the discussion of the possibility of "topology change" in General Relativity is older; cf. e.g. the last paragraph in [14] . Geroch observed that topology change can only occur via causality-violating cobordisms ( [7] , Theorem 2): When there exists a Lorentz cobordism between closed manifolds S 0 and S 1 which admits no closed timelike curve, then S 0 and S 1 are diffeomorphic. 2 Ten years later, Tipler showed that even causality-violating Lorentz cobordisms cannot change the spatial topology provided they satisfy the lightlike convergence condition and some 2 Theorem 2 in [7] is false in the form stated there, where it is neither assumed that S 0 and S 1 are connected, nor that time is inward-directed on S 0 and outward-directed on S 1 . As a counterexample, take any nonempty connected S, let M := S×[0, 1]×{2, 3} and S 0 := S×{0, 1}×{2}∪S×{0}×{3} and S 1 := S×{1}×{3}. Actually, since Geroch does not assume that S 0 , S 1 are nonempty, one can even take M = S × [0, 1] and S 0 = S × {0, 1} and S 1 = ∅ as a counterexample.
The same counterexamples apply to Tipler's comment after Theorem 4 in [18] .
small extra assumption. This extra assumption could be the "generic condition", for instance, or the strict lightlike convergence condition. The latter version can be compared nicely to our own results about weak Lorentz cobordisms: 9.1. Theorem (Tipler 1977 Remarks on the proof. This theorem is not stated explicitly in Tipler's article [18] , but it is proved there. Tipler's restriction to 3-dimensional orientable manifolds in his Theorem 4 is unnecessary. By his Theorem 3, the assumption that (M, g) satisfies the weak energy condition and the generic condition can be replaced by the assumption that the strict lightlike convergence condition holds for (M, g). (Tipler assumes in Theorem 3 the strict weak energy condition [the ubiquitous energy condition in his terminology], which implies the strict lightlike convergence condition. The proof shows that only the latter condition is needed.) 9.2. Remark. In the spirit of Theorem 0.1, one might ask whether for every Lorentzian manifold (M, g) which satisfies a certain Ricci curvature condition on a neighbourhood of a closed subset A ⊆ M , there exists a Lorentzian metric g ′ on M which satisfies the condition everywhere and is equal to g on A. Tipler's theorem shows that this cannot be true in general (i.e. without assumptions on A) for the strict lightlike convergence condition, because otherwise one could for instance take nondiffeomorphic 3-manifolds S 0 , S 1 and take A to be a small neighbourhood of ∂M in a Lorentz cobordism (M, g) between S 0 and S 1 which satisfies the strict lightlike convergence condition on A (such S 0 , S 1 , M, g do certainly exist).
In contrast to Tipler's theorem, Theorem 0.7 tells us that the weak Lorentz cobordance relation is hardly restrictive. We state a slight improvement involving the strict dominant energy condition: Proof. Since oriented 3-manifolds are parallelisable, Theorem 2 in [14] implies that there exists an oriented cobordism M from S 0 to S 1 which admits a nowhere vanishing vector field X that is inward-directed on S 0 and outward-directed on S 1 . We remove all closed connected components from M and choose any Lorentzian metric g on M which makes X timelike. Then we apply Theorem 9.3.
Higher dimensions can be discussed similarly, using Reinhart's Theorem 2 and Wall's computation of the oriented cobordism groups in [20] . It remains to deal with dimension 3. Proof of Theorem 0.7. By shrinking U if necessary, we arrange that U ∩ ∂M = ∅. We extend the Lorentzian manifold-with-boundary (M, g) by an open collar of the boundary, obtaining a manifold (M , g) which satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 8.4 with K = M . Now Theorem 8.6 yields the result.
